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Low-relief hills generated by andean
movements that lifted the mountains of NW
Tucumán. Tectonic structures are developed
on Cretaceous / Tertiary aged rocks set on top
of the Precambrian/Cambrian basement.
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Cenozoic multi-colored shales and
interbedded sandstones (last 60 Millon
years). The great variation on the pallete
speaks on the environmental and sedimentary
framework where these material was
deposited.
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Thick reddish sandstones sedimented on desert-like fluvial paleoenvironments. Horizontal scars on the wall were
developed by a process called “differential erosion”. This is produced by a weak lithification on certain levels of the
sedimentary sequence. This particular situation is exploited by environment to attack and dissolve certain areas of a
given rock.
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Nature takes advantage of minerals. This
sandstone outcrop is used by cattle to feed
on needed salt. Obtained salts are usually
represented by Mesozoic / Cenozoic
chlorides and sulfates sedimented on fluvial
and lacustrine paleoenvironments.
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Sedimentary sequence formed by multi-colored
sandstones and shales representing varied
environmental conditions while rocks were formed.
The yellow line separates different aged rocks and
display an abandoned river bed.
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Sandstones and shales with clay and interbedded
coarse materials that represent the development of
sporadic water streams. These runned on lowlands in
the last thousand of years. Some old soil levels can
also be observed (paleosoils).
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Atmospheric processes associated to the rock
characters (type of material, structures, etc.)
are the main actors alterating the nature of
natural scenery. Slides as seen here whipe out
large areas of forest, and colonization of
vegetal species start again short after the
catastrophic process. In this locality you can
compare the differences on the original forest
and new developed grassland areas.
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12 million years old wind dunes. On the northern flank of the Nío River by the homonimus village, whitish sandstones
represent ancient dunes bordering the Atlantic ocean in Tucumán! Eolic dunes are followed by reddish fluvial
sandstones. The contact surface between them is by means of an unconformity that denotes a process that erased
some strata and scientific information from the sequence. The contact is displayed by a clast supported conglomerate
interbedded on sandstones that represents a notable change in the environment’s energy.
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Edad de las
rocas que
conforman
los núcleos
montañosos
de la provincia.

No hay registro de rocas de
estas edades en el trayecto

Hace 542 millones de años

-Erosión y conformación del
aspecto actual del recorrido
-Depositación de sedimentos
multicolores en los Valles
Calchaquíes
- Levantamiento de los Andes

Hace 251 millones de años

Hace 65,5 millones de años

